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Negative months in mid-2009 brought 11-month average profits down to 4.29 cents/dozen.
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EDITORIAL

BY DR. SIMON M. SHANE

New products,
new services and
conﬁdence deﬁne
our industry

W

ell, we should by now have recovered from the International
Poultry Expo−a great event
this year−USPOULTRY take a bow!
We are busy assimilating information
and assessing products and services offered at the IPE. We will share our observations in upcoming editions highlighting items which have the potential
to improve performance
and
profitability.
The lead article in this edition
deals with the
survey conducted in late 2009
on the state of
the industry and
the prospects for
the
upcoming
year. We hope
Simon M. Shane
to have a greater
participation in the 2010 survey in October so as to provide more representa-
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tive data and applicable interpretation.
The egg industry appears to be sound
despite the economic stresses which
we and our consumers are enduring. If
there is one commodity shared by producers it is confidence. Given freedom
from catastrophic diseases, restraint
in expansion and a gradual increase in
employment, as predicted, we should
experience improved returns compared
to 2009.
The impact of government policy
and regulations by the EPA, FDA, and
OSHA in addition to the Departments
of Agriculture and Justice and the activities of animal rights groups are the
imponderables for the coming year.
Hopefully reason will prevail across
a broad section of these organizations
which influence how we operate our
production facilities and our marketing
activities.
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Majority says: Hen numbers,
shell egg prices to remain steady
Egg production from non-confined systems is not anticipated
to increase.

T

he 2009 annual survey of the U.S.
egg industry was completed by 37
companies including 13 of the top
20 as ranked by hen numbers. Collectively the responses represented 176
million layers. Of this total 153 million
were company-owned with the remainder under contract.
During the past year respondents
added 4.6 million hens of which 85%
were housed in new buildings. In the
2008 survey, respondents predicted the
addition of 6.9 million hens. The discrepancy suggested that market realities constrained expansion.
For 2010, respondents proposed adding 6 million hens of which 90% will
be placed in new buildings. The previous move towards re-caging existing
buildings is apparently slowing.

Hen population in 2010

Most respondents did not anticipate
a change in hen numbers during 2010.
Approximately 60% of the respondents
estimated that hen numbers would remain in the vicinity of 285 million by

December 2010. The remainder forecast an increase in the national flock by
December. The projections by Don Bell
based on a model incorporating pullet
placements estimates 283 million hens
in December 2010 which is consistent
with the opinions of the respondents.

Classification of
shell egg production
Respondents projected that nearly
84% of eggs produced in 2009 would
be generic with 14% of output branded
(FIGURE 1). These figures suggest a
shift to generic and away from nutritionally enhanced eggs in comparison
to values reflected in the 2008 survey.
The most recent company reports
from the larger egg producers include
comments concerning the incremental
contribution from branded and specialty eggs in a market where unit revenue
from generics is depressed by lower
demand relative to supply. The inconsistency between forecast as reflected
in the 2009 survey and current industry
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Weaver Bros. and Fremont Farms were among
producers reporting increased flock sizes.
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Respondents indicated a shift away from nutritionally enhanced
eggs to generic eggs.
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FIGURE 2: ANTICIPATED SHELL EGG PRICES
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FIGURE 1: SEGMENTATION OF U.S. SHELL EGG MARKET
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With the exception of organic eggs, shell egg prices are expected
to steadily increase throughout 2010.

FIGURE 3: DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

importance ranging from 0 (not important) to 5 (extremely important). The
Brokers/distributors
13%
rank scores for the 11 determinants are
Other
shown in FIGURE 4. Consistent with
1%
recent voter initiatives and impending
legislation, bird welfare was regarded
Retail
as the most important factor influencsupermarkets
Institutional
ing decisions during the coming year.
58%
23%
This is effectively an increase compared with the 2008 survey which was
conducted before the November ballot
for California Proposition 2.
The influence of the regulatory enviRetail supermarkets account for well over ronment increased in 2009, possibly as
half of shell egg distribution.
a result of the initiatives announced by
trends may be a function of bias inher- the new Obama administration espeent in the responders.
cially in the areas of the environment,
food safety and regulation of the relaAnticipated prices in 2010
tionship between contractors and inteThere was a general agreement that grators.
prices in 2010 for the various categoCompared with the 2008 survey,
ries shown in FIGURE 2 would be the cost of feed, packaging and fuel
essentially unaltered from 2009. The were regarded as less important. This
only exception was an inclination to- is attributed to the fact that prices of
wards a decrease in unit revenue for ingredients were lower during 2009,
organic eggs which became apparent consistent with the decline in the cost
during the second half of 2009.
of crude oil which is regarded as the
Egg price projections by Don Bell major determinant of the price of corn
and soybeans.
A concurrent esSee the 2009 ranking of the top 60 producers at calation in the price
of crude oil and conwww.WATTAgNet.com/13362.html
comitantly the cost
of the major feed ingredients may be at
confirm the impression of respond- variance with the predictions of our
ents concerning price stability but with respondents. What does emerge from
the implicit acceptance of seasonality the survey is that the industry is faced
characteristics of the U.S. market.
with a number of issues all of which
can impact profitability and which will
major consideration in both
Segmentation of the U.S. shell require
planning and execution to maintain
egg market
profitability.
The various segments representing
shell egg sales are indicated in FIGNon-confined housing
URE 3. Supermarkets represent the
largest single component of the distri- of flocks
bution chain at 58% of sales.
During 2009, 40% of the respondInstitutions, including restaurants ents indicated that they operated nonand food service, are the second largest confined flocks suggesting the need to
category at 23%.
supply a broad range of products to the
marketplace. On a hen population basis
approximately 55% of non-caged hens
Factors influencing the
are operated by contractors.
U.S. egg industry
The proportion of hens in aviaries,
Respondents were asked to rank 11 which are virtually all owned by comfactors of current concern according to panies, increased slightly from 18% in
Club stores 5%

Egg Case
Packer
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l Hen numbers, shell egg prices to remain steady l
2008 to 21% for the current survey.
Of the respondents intending to expand into non-confined production in
2010, 56% will erect new housing and
44% will make use of contractors (FIGURE 5). The location of respondents in
the U.S. obviously influences strategy
with respect to “cage-free” and organic product. In the Southeast there are
still a large number of obsolete broiler
breeder houses which are suitable for
floor production.
Producers are willing to pay contractors an acceptable fee which facilitates
production of eggs at a competitive
value. In the absence of available contractors, producers have no alternative
other than to erect new facilities or to

retrofit existing houses with old cages
to accommodate flocks on litter.
The proposed requirements for out-

➤ The industry is faced with a number of issues

all of which can impact profitability and which
will require major consideration in both planning and execution to maintain profitability.
side access for organic flocks will effectively eliminate large in-line aviary
complexes of which at least four are
currently in production.

FIGURE 4: IMPACT OF FACTORS INFLUENCING PRODUCTION
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could produce a new category of product conforming to organic specifications without the USDA seal.
For 2010, 50% of expansion for non-

FIGURE 5: 2008/2009 NON-CONFINED HOUSING CONTRAST
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Bird welfare
Welfare restrictions

Feed cost
Packaging cost

If the suggested requirements are
adopted these units will be obliged to
function as “cage-free” facilities or

5

Average rating 0= not important, 5= extremely important

Bird welfare maintained the top position in a long list of industry
influences, followed closely by Welfare restrictions.

FIGURE 6: TYPE OF NON-CAGE HOUSING TO BE ERECTED
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Approximately 55% of non-caged hens are in production by contractors.

FIGURE 7: EFFECTS OF WELFARE LEGISLATION ON U.S. HENS
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For 2010, 50% of expansion for non-confined systems is projected
to be aviaries in new buildings.
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A vast majority of respondents expect egg production to shift away
from California and Michigan.

confined systems will comprise aviaries in new buildings. Approximately
25% will be derived from aviary systems retrofitted to existing houses presumably following removal of obsolete
conventional cages.
Virtually the same proportion of hens
will be housed in existing houses with
installation of nests, feeding and watering systems and slats. None of the
respondents indicated any intention of
erecting new houses for egg production
on the floor, presumably using either
slats, litter or a combination of these
installations (FIGURE 6).

Impact of intended legislation

In the 2009 survey, respondents were
asked to predict the effect of welfarerelated legislation on the distribution
of egg production through 2013. It is
evident from FIGURE 7 that egg production will decrease in California
following passage of Proposition 2 in
November 2008. Responses suggested that restricted welfare legislation

would result in more consolidation in
the industry and that egg production
would increase in the Midwest. It was
not considered likely that egg production would increase in the Southeast.
This may reflect lower feed ingredient prices in the Midwest which favors
production in that region together with
proximity to markets.
Surprisingly respondents did not
consider that restrictive welfare legislation would result in an increase in the
production of eggs from non-confined
systems despite the intention of the
welfare organizations promoting restrictions on cage housing. This probably represents a general opinion that
individual states such as California and
Michigan will ban cages but production will migrate to states in the Midwest where protection is afforded and
costs will become strained.

Cooperative marketing

More than half of the respondents
(53%) reported participating in either a

regional cooperative marketing organization or a franchisee arrangement.
Eggland’s Best was noted as the predominant cooperative with a presence
in 21 states supported by national promotion and distribution.
EI
Editor’s Note: Egg Industry is appreciative of the responses submitted
by producers. The number of participants in 2009 was restrained by factors
including a reluctance to submit data
and concern over ongoing litigation
alleging collusion among producers.
All data submitted on the response
forms was collated and entered into a
database by a disinterested clerk and
the individual response documents
were shredded. Data submitted by individual companies cannot be identified
as to source. It is hoped that the 2010
survey will elicit a broader response
resulting in a more complete picture of
our industry. Respondents and readers
are encouraged to submit questions for
2010 and to comment on the data and
conclusion of this survey.

A balanced immune system:
It’s what all poultry need.

UNIQUE NUTRITIONAL METABOLITES

Intestinal function determines bird health and performance. Our unique nutritional metabolites support
robust digestive health. How? By balancing gut microbiota, gut morphology and the immune response. You can
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In poultry research trials*, feeding all-natural, science-based Original XPC consistently proved to be the
healthy decision. For more information call 800-373-7234 or visit www.diamondv.com

*Data available at www.diamondv.com or 1-800-373-7234. ©2009 Diamond V Mills, Inc. All rights reserved. Diamond V® is a registered trademark and Original XPC™ is a trademark of Diamond V Mills, Inc.
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Hy-Line monitors

egg quality

Advanced instruments assure accuracy and consistency for measuring
internal and external characteristics.
Simon M. Shane

B

oth internal and shell quality as
significant variables influencing
consumer appeal rank highly in
the Hy-Line selection program. Recently Egg Industry was invited to
view laboratory procedures applied by
the company in their dedicated facility
in Dallas Center, Iowa.
Hy-Line evaluates quality from a
range of generations in the breeding

All eggs submitted for evaluation are
identified with an adhesive barcode tag
coding for generation, strain, location
and other relevant details.
Special software has been developed to relate the barcode data with the
physical measurements of quality.

External quality measured

✔The integrity of the shell is assessed
using a specially constructed electronic instrument which functions similar
to the crack detector on a grader but
with far greater sensitivity.

Internal characteristics checked

After obtaining the external quality
characteristics, eggs are broken for the
following determinations:
✔Albumen height is measured at a
specific location midway between the
vitaline membrane and the outer circumference of the thick albumen.
✔Internal quality is monitored by ob-

Trained operators process eggs using automated instruments to achieve a
high standard of accuracy and consistency.
The following measurements are obtained through a sequence of stations:
✔Egg shell color is determined using a Minolta colorimeter which determines the
L*a*b variables comprising
the color index. Both white
and brown shell eggs can
Evaluation of egg quality at the Hy-Line Rebe evaluated and the extent
search Unit. Operator passes eggs through
of “speckling” is scored on
successive stages (from left to right) to asbrown shelled eggs.
sess shell color, shell breaking strength,
egg mass, Haugh Units, albumen inclusions ✔Shell quality is measured
and yolk mass.
using a compression instru- Among breeding companies, Hy-Line maintains the
ment which determines the largest company-owned diagnostic laboratory. It is
program but also from flocks placed on
force required to puncture located in Dallas Center, Iowa.
commercial farms in the U.S., Brazil
the shell in standardized loand the UK. The egg evaluation laboracations around the circumference.
serving for the presence of protein
The breaking strength of shells is also
tory processes over 1 million eggs aninclusions which are translucent to
ivory in color in white shelled eggs
and are pigmented (“meat spots”) in
Don’t miss New frontiers in egg layer breeding industry by
brown-shelled eggs.
Dr. Neil O’Sullivan, director of R&D, Hy-Line International
✔Yolk weight is determined using a
second sensitive scale as this paramat www.WATTAgNet.com/12662.html
eter relates to relative proportions of
albumen and yolk as a function of egg
determined using a force meter with a
nually and enters results of assays into
mass and proportion of solids.
disc-shaped head.
an extensive database which is then apFor further information on the Hyplied in the program of selection of sire ✔Egg weight is determined using a sensi- Line program access the company Web
tive scale accurate to within 0.1 gram.
and dam families.
site at www.hyline.com.
EI
8•
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Complete confidence
from farm to fork.
At

LAH, our mission as your avian professionals
is to provide the critical tools you need for the safest
and most effective Salmonella control program – and
always readily available in the quantities you need.
Have confidence in the global leader in Salmonella
control and prevention, from farm to fork.
Lohmann Animal Health – Prevention first.

Lohmann Animal Health International
375 China Road
Winslow, ME 04901, USA
Phone: (+1) 207-873 3989,
(+1) 800-655 1342
www.lahinternational.com

Prospects for
2010 proﬁtability
Triple-digit prices are predicted through October.

F

orward projections prepared by Don Bell
of the University of California at Riverside, suggest acceptable prices this year
as compared to 2009. Despite a relatively

stable production cost, prices slumped after
Easter 2009 through the early fall months
representing our summer of discontent, to
paraphrase Shakespeare.

Cost of production—U.S. 2009
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After peaking at 63.7 cents/dozen in June, average cost of production for January through
November 2009 was 58.7 cents/dozen.

Cents/dozen

Producer egg prices average —all table eggs
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In May and June prices dropped to below half of January’s high of 89.6 cents/dozen.
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Most producers of generic eggs lost 20 to
25 cents/dozen in May and June and broke
even from July to September. The only
saving grace was a reduction in ingredient
prices. This cost advantage is not expected to
contribute to profits in 2010 since the world
economy is recovering and the prices of
crude oil and grains will escalate.
Based on the Forward Projection model,
Don Bell predicts triple-digit UB prices
through October, notwithstanding the postEaster slump to 101 cents/dozen.
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and demand
should be closer to
equilibrium than in
past “boom and bust”
cycles.

The industry is expected to show restraint
in expansion with hen numbers during June
and July attaining 278 million. It is evident
that management of flock size is critical to
maintaining profitability.
Short-term adjustments in the age of depletion of flocks and when initiating molt are
established procedures to take advantage of
transitory rises in unit revenue. The intermediate term approach to pullet placement and
structuring rearing programs provides more
efficient strategic options.
With consolidation and fewer producers
making independent decisions which impact
total production, supply and demand should
be closer to equilibrium than in past “boom
and bust” cycles. This is analogous to the
situation in the broiler industry where there
is greater concentration of production.
EI

Participate in a discussion
with your industry peers at
www.AnimalAgNet.com

Qa:

Rayzel sees further
consolidations,
acquisitions as ‘inevitable’

Innovations to improve air quality, manure processing and
feed handling top Big Dutchman’s development list.

D

r. Clovis Rayzel, president of
Big Dutchman USA since 2005,
has extensive experience in intensive animal agriculture. He earned
his veterinary medical degree from his
native country of Brazil and after pursuing post graduate studies in the
Netherlands and
obtaining a master’s degree from
South
Dakota
State University
he was involved
in broiler, egg
and pork producClovis Rayzel
tion with a large
integrator in his home country. He
joined Big Dutchman in 1997 as a marketing manager for Latin America and
was then promoted to vice president of
international sales, requiring relocation
to Holland, Michigan.

Improvements in egg collections
have allowed substantial decreases in
breakage. Computerized controls allow
producers to track production parameters including feed conversion, labor
utilization, egg yield and livability.
EI: How has equipment design
changed during the past decade?
CR: The most significant change is
the almost complete transition from

➤“We

anticipate that a new product will
enhance traceability which is emerging
as a significant production and safety issue.”
Clovis Rayzel, president, Big Dutchman

high-rise houses to belt batteries. If
we go back ten years most equipment
manufacturers either didn’t offer belt
batteries or had imperfect designs.
Egg Industry: How can equipment
Currently there are many companies
manufacturers enhance profitability of with competitive products. Big Dutchtheir clients?
man has positioned itself to be a leader
Clovis Rayzel: Advances in technol- in egg production systems both globalogy and production procedures have ly and for the U.S. market. Several of
extended the operational life of equip- our manure belt products are already in
ment.
their fourth generation, incorporating
Overall quality and reliability are su- many improvements.
The second developRead Adoption of enriched cages in the EU by
ment area has been in
the area of improved air
Big Dutchman’s Vice President Terry Pollard at
quality through upgradwww.WATTAgNet.com/9452.html
ing ventilation. This not
only improves hen perperior to installations of ten to fifteen formance but also prolongs the life of
years ago. Innovations such as steel equipment.
coating technology using Galfan zinc
Computerized controls have revoluand aluminum coating of wire mesh tionized control of egg flow to plants in
prolongs durability and is standard for in-line complexes.
Big Dutchman cages.
12 •
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EI: How do you review acquisitions
and consolidations within the U.S. egg
industry?
CR: In this respect our industry
has more similarities than differences
when compared to other segments
of the economy. Consolidations and
acquisitions will continue and are inevitable. Some will be successful and
other mergers or takeovers are counterproductive. Size can often create focus

• February 2010 • www.WATTAgNet.com

through organization and coordination.
Large groups are frequently better
equipped to deal with challenges such
as high ingredient costs and regulatory
restraints.
EI: Big Dutchman recently acquired
Poultry Management Systems. How
will this improve your product line?
CR: Poultry Management Systems
Inc. is a market leader in computerized systems for egg production. We
anticipate a high degree of synergy
from the association since their products enhance the functionality of large
installations.
EI: How will the industry respond to
welfare initiatives such as in California and Michigan?
CR: Most people in our industry
concede that animal welfare is a significant issue and will be with us for
many years to come. This is not only

a state issue but there are implications
for both NAFTA and U.S. interstate
commerce.
Producers must consider not only
how they will house their hens in the
states where they are located but also
whether they will be able to market
their eggs elsewhere. I am optimistic
with regard to the ability of U.S. egg
producers to respond to this challenge.

and constrain cost escalation. Regard- petitive and to provide consumers with
less of foreseeable challenges, the U.S. indusWatch for industry mergers, acquisitions
try has a bright future.
We are a large market
and news at www.WATTAgNet.com
with competitive mature and well-managed
egg production companies. These are characteristics that will a nutritious and economical source of
allow Big Dutchman to remain com- protein and energy.
EI

EI: Does your association with a
parent company in Europe have any
influence on your approach to designing and marketing “animal-friendly”
systems?
CR: We have the benefit of the experience of our European colleagues who
have been confronted with welfare regulation for many years. We have done
our best to make this experience available to U.S. egg producers and organizations. Our approach is to work with
our clients to help them make the best
decisions. Our product line is broad
enough to cover the needs of our customers and our engineers are willing to
customize products as required.
EI: What future products can we expect from Big Dutchman?
CR: We always have several projects
under development. Our most recent
innovation into the U.S. market is the
Avech Colony System which we believe will allow producers the flexibility to conform to future requirements.
We are actively working on improving the control of air quality, processing of manure and feed handling. We
are in the final stages of adapting egg
imaging technology which could be of
benefit in enhancing quality and diagnosing problems.
We anticipate that a new product will
enhance traceability which is emerging
as a significant production and safety
issue.
EI: What is your long-term vision
for the U.S. egg industry?
CR: We believe that we will see further consolidation. Many companies
will explore new market opportunities.
Traceability will become more important. Improved ventilation and control
of egg flow will enhance saleable yield
www.WATTAgNet.com • February 2010 •
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Readers are encouraged
to share their questions,
comments and solutions with the editor at
sshane@wattnet.net

Promoting quality: an
interactive exercise

Four recommendations to prevent cannibalism, its resulting increase in
mortality and loss of productivity.

E

gg Industry and its readers investigated how to prevent cannibalism in brown-feathered laying flocks housed in broiler breeder units
with slats and litter.
Four recommendations for prevention:
Rearing flocks must be given the opportunity to perch using either
A-frames or suspended tubular perches.
Flocks must be “walked” at least three times per day during rearing
so they become accustom to workers. The program of stimulation
should continue after transfer at approximately 17 weeks through peak

1.
2.

Find more specifics on the original problem at
www.WATTAgNet.com/13373.html

Persecuted hens seek sanctuary on nest modules. Vent peck,
loss of feathers, and a lighter weight due to reduced feed intake contributed to loss of production.

production. In general the problems of aggression and vent peck are
more severe in houses fitted with mechanical nests compared to manual
collection due to less human contact associated with egg collection.
It is essential to trim beaks to limit aggression and subsequent injury. Various programs are used including an initial treatment at
the hatchery followed by removal of 2 mm to 4 mm of mandibular (lower) and maxillary (upper) beak tissue at 12 weeks of age or alternatively,
precision beak trimming at 7 to 10 days using an appropriate template
followed by a second “tipping” from 10 to 12 weeks of age. Severe beak
trim before 10 weeks of age is not advisable, as this will retard skeletal
development resulting in a pullet with a compact frame which is less
desirable in terms of persistence and egg mass.
Proposed “welfare” regulations relating to production of organic eggs
disallow beak trim other than at the hatchery or at 7 to 10 days. In the
absence of appropriate uniform and effective beak treatment, outbreaks
of cannibalism will occur and affectively preventing trimming is contrary to the dual goals of improving welfare and enhancing productivity
of flocks.
Light intensity should be controlled by replacing high-efficiency
sodium lamps, favored for broiler breeder production, with 15-20
watt compact fluorescent bulbs which result in a light intensity under
3 foot candles at the center of the house. Some broiler breeder units in
which aggression and vent peck are observed show light readings in
excess of 25 foot candles.
It is hoped that the realities of practical flock husbandry will be recognized by panels of academics setting standards for the management of
flocks. Their recommendations should incorporate a realistic appraisal
of the commercial situation and not be based only on the results of limited-scale trials conducted in Europe and the blanket adoption of the
European standards.
EI

3.

4.
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After a resounding success at the 1st ever virtual forum in
animal agribusiness history, WATT Media announces the
2nd virtual forum…this one focused exclusively on poultry
nutrition and health.

SPONSORS:

What have past attendees said about WATT virtual forums?
i*UIPVHIUUIF0OMJOF"OJNBM/VUSJUJPOGPSVNXBT
very well attended and very well executed.”
“This was my first year attending the online forum
show and will do so annually now.”

WHAT IS AN “ONLINE FORUM”?
r"POFEBZFEVDBUJPOBMFWFOUGPSHMPCBMQPVMUSZOVUSJUJPOBOEIFBMUI
professionals held in a “virtual environment” on the internet.
Attendees need not be present the entire day – enter and leave
the event as your schedule allows.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
r 1PVMUSZOVUSJUJPOJTUT WFUFSJOBSJBOT QSPEVDUJPOIVTCBOESZ
managers, technical consultants and manufacturers of poultry
nutrition and health products.
WHY ATTEND?
r &EVDBUJPOBMBOEOFUXPSLJOHPQQPSUVOJUZXJUIQFFSTGSPN
around the world.
r 1BOFMBOEJOEJWJEVBMQSFTFOUBUJPOTPOUIFMBUFTUJTTVFTJNQBDUJOH
poultry nutrition and health.
r -JWFRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSTFTTJPOTXJUIUPQJOEVTUSZFYQFSUT
r "CJMJUZUPWJTJUiWJSUVBMCPPUITuBOEDPNNVOJDBUFXJUIQPVMUSZ
nutrition and health solution providers.
r '3&&UPBUUFOEBOEZPVDBOMPHJOGSPNUIFDPNGPSUPGZPVS
office or home.
r *UTGVOBOEZPVIBWFBDIBODFUPXJOQSJ[FT

5 WORLD-CLASS EDUCATIONAL
PRESENTATIONS ON POULTRY
NUTRITION AND HEALTH
FEATURED PRESENTATION:
The ‘Welfare’ Trap: Impact on
Gut Health, Leg Problems, and More
An international panel examines the animal
XFMGBSFNPWFNFOUTJNQBDUPOIPVTJOH 
WFUFSJOBSZDBSFBOEUIFDPOTFRVFODFTGPSóPDL
nutrition, health and performance. The panel
will discuss the cage layer controversy, leg
problems, gut health and how the elimination
PGTVCUIFSBQFVUJDMFWFMTPGBOUJNJDSPCJBMT
is leading to more disease and drug usage
in many parts of the world.

PRODUCTNEWS
Chore-Time control pan light

Let them be active

let them be productive

Innovation, Performance & Results in:
Layer systems s %GG COLLECTION

Chore-Time offers a bright
white control pan light to attract
birds to control pans. It features
a 9-watt LED bulb that does
not cause heat buildup. The pan
light can be mounted on any
1.75-inch diameter feeder line
tube with a 220-volt AC power
supply. Powered by the control
pan’s power unit, the light remains lit whenever the timer activates the feeder.
www.ctbinc.com

FoodLogiQ traceability application

FoodLogiQ has launched free and subscription versions of
its traceability application for growers, produce buyers and consumers. The application enables growers, packers-shippers and
retailers to capture and trace detailed information about a product at the item, case or pallet level. It also can deliver supply
chain traceability information to the consumer’s mobile device.
For dealers and more info: www.jpe.org or info@jpe.org

www.foodlogiq.com

Creating A Better Community For Your Birds
The new Community Nest from VAL-CO™ is an
attractive and comfortable nest with easy access
for your hens, providing you with minimal
floor eggs. Some of the Community Nest
features are:
• Designed for quick assembly
• Made with long-lasting,
durable components
• Perforated mats enhance
egg cleanliness
• Gentle but positive transfer
to egg belt
• High-rise or floor mounted installation
Visit your local VAL-CO Representative and allow us to assist you
in building a system that’s right for you!

People. Products. Solutions.
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U.S.A. & Canada :
800.99VALCO
International Tel. :
717.354.4586
Email : sales@valcompanies.com
Website : www.valcompanies.com
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INDUSTRYNEWS
WATT Dashboard offers industry data
Agribusiness professionals from around the world are finding the WATT Agribusiness Dashboard a useful and valuable
tool to discover market data and trends and news on the worldwide poultry, egg, feed, swine and related animal agribusiness
industries.
The WATT Agribusiness
Dashboard can assist in making better business decisions
about strategies and revenue
generation by gaining an instant understanding of global
poultry, egg, swine and animal feed data faster and more
conveniently than previously possible. This powerful business
tool is used to review price, production and consumption data
and how changes to that data can have an impact on you or your
organization. It also provides instant access to industry news
gathered from over 400 sources on the Internet.
Take advantage of our free trial at www.wattdashboard.com
and determine for yourself if our business tool provides agribusiness data and news that improves your professional life.
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l Industry News l
Missouri to follow Ohio example
Missouri intends to establish a Livestock Care Standards Board following
the November initiative approved by voters in Ohio. The Humane Society of the
United States has indicated that it will
conduct a petition drive to confront voters with a welfare measure in November
2010. Although this organization maintains that this initiative will be aimed at
dog breeders there is concern that the
wording of any proposition put forward
by HSUS, especially if characteristically
ambiguous may restrict legitimate livestock operations.
Legislation to create the Livestock Care
Standards Board will be introduced into the
legislature beginning in January and as with
the Ohio action, will effectively preempt
attempts by HSUS to restrict confinement
housing by manipulating voter sentiment.

Free online poultry forum to address nutritional, health issues

Large egg producers report
third quarter results

The agribusiness industry’s second educational virtual forum, WATT Poultry Nutrition
and Health Forum, is
scheduled for Thursday,
March 25. Event hours
are 03.00 hrs.- 18.00
hrs. CST (-6 GMT).
The educational event offers five Web
seminars with live Q&A sessions, on-demand
content, virtual sponsor booths and networking – all the components of a live tradeshow,
and more – on the Internet.
During the virtual event, attendees can attend five educational presentations, including
“The New Nutritional Bottomline: Decision
Making in Volatile Markets (Panel)” moderated by Dr. Edgar Oviedo, with Dr. Rob Gous,
nutritionist-consultant, South Africa, and Dr.
Frank Ivey, nutritionist-consultant, USA.
Visit www.wattevents.com for more information.

Land O’Lakes and Michael Foods reported divergent results for their egg operations covering their third quarters of
the current fiscal year.
For the third quarter of 2009, ending
September 30, Land O’Lakes reported a
$14.3 million pre-tax loss for their Moark
LLC subsidiary on sales of $111 million.
These values can be compared to a $10.3
million pre-tax loss on $135 million sales
for the third quarter of FY 2008.
In commenting on results, president
and CEO Chris Policinski noted, “We
have preformed well in a very challenging economic environment.” He added
“going forward, the company will continue to focus on cost reduction, operating efficiency and effectively serving the
commodity egg market when also building its brand in the specialty egg volume
and market share.”

MARKETPLACE
Ad sizes start at one column by one inch and can be any size up to six column inches. Logos and photographs are acceptable. Add color for an additional $30 per color per insertion. The rate for EGG INDUSTRY
is $130 per inch per insertion (1-time rate), $120 per inch per insertion (6-time rate), and $110 per inch per
insertion (12-time rate). The production charge is included except for ads with excessive make-up demands.

For more information on how to place your ad, contact:
Ginny Stadel
Tel: 815-966-5591
Fax: 815-968-0941
E-mail: gstadel@wattnet.net

Healthier Birds—Better Eggs
With the cost of eggs today
Oyster Shell has never been more important!

You cannot aﬀord any breakage
The

Organic
Choice

Ronnie McDonough • 877.679.1399 • rdmcoreshell@aol.com

Great return on investment for all types of poultry: duck, turkey,
breeder, pullet, broiler, layer, eggs, hatchery, etc.

The most affordable, effective & easiest
POULTRY drinking water solution...

dutrion tablets +
DutriClean dosing unit
...finally all the advantages in one concept
WWW.POULTRYWATER.COM
Tel. +31 88 0333 003 www.dutrion.com
dealer positions available all around the world

Find us in Europe, China, North America, India, South Africa,
Mexico, Russia, Brazil, Middle East, Turkey, Japan, etc.
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MANURE BELTS

Belt conveyors available in stainless,
galvanized or epoxy coated. Portable or
Stationary. Quality conveyors since 1943.
Ph: 515-332-3945
Fax: 515-604-3945

Long-Term Fly Control
Natural One-Two Punch!

HISTER BEETLES

Used Diamond Equipment
Graders, loaders, packers, etc.
Buy — Sell — Nationwide
Former Diamond Regional Sales Manager
New replacement parts are also available.
Contact Matt Poole: 804-387-6602
mpoole3447@yahoo.com
Check out our new website at:

www.internationaleggmarketers.com

CO2 MAK cart.
Approved by UEP
for disposal of
spent fowl.

Long-lived fly egg predators

FLY PARASITES

Fly pupa destroyers

ipm laboratories, inc.
Free Consultation
www.ipmlabs.com

315-497-2063

FPM Inc.

Poultry carts & trailers
Ph. 402-729-2264
www.fpmne.com

IT’S TIME TO COMPARE APPLES TO APPLES
CONFUSED ABOUT PHYTASE? LET US SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT
There are plenty of phytase choices in
the market, each trying to break through
the clutter by introducing a unique
“beneﬁt” that may not be any beneﬁt
to you at all. At DSM we’ve decided
to level the playing ﬁeld. The bottom
line: when comparing phytase sources,
all that matters is the cost of grams
of product form to release equivalent
amounts of phosphorus. You can learn
more about how to evaluate phytase
by going to www.phytasefacts.com.
DSM Nutritional Products
1 (800) 526 0189
www.unlimitednutrition-na.dsm.com
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